TRANSACTION THERAPEUTIC AS ITS OBJECT MEDICAL SERVICES AGREEMENT BETWEEN DOCTOR AND PATIENT. IN THERAPEUTIC TRANSACTION LEGAL RELATIONSHIP DOCTORS AND PATIENTS ALIKE POSITION AS LEGAL SUBJECTS WHO HAVE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS. ALTHOUGH LEGALLY THE DOCTOR AND THE PATIENT HAS A POSITION THAT IS BALANCED OR EQUAL, BUT IN GENERAL THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DOCTOR AND PATIENT PRACTICE STILL PATERNALISTIC AND ASYMMETRICAL. ON THE OTHER HAND IN A THERAPEUTIC TRANSACTION SHOULD BE TIED TO THE GENERAL PROVISIONS IN THE LAW OF TREATIES, NAMELY THE EXISTENCE OF AN AGREEMENT, SKILLS, CERTAIN THINGS AND LAWFUL AUTHORITY. CONCRETELY THERE CAN BE NO DEFECT WHIM OF ONE PARTY. IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DOCTOR AND PATIENT PRACTICE OF DEFECTS WILL APPEAR NAMED WITH THE TERM UNDUE INFLUENCE OR KNOWN AS VAN OMSTANDIGHEDEN. THE AIM OF THIS STUDY, THE FIRST TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND THE LEGAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DOCTORS AND PATIENTS IN THERAPEUTIC TRANSACTION. SECOND, TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND THE FORMS OF UNDUE INFLUENCE IN THERAPEUTIC TRANSACTION. THIRD, TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND THE LEGAL CONSEQUENCES OF A TRANSACTION THERAPEUTIC INFLUENCED THE UNDUE INFLUENCE. THE APPROACH USED IN THIS RESEARCH IS NORMATIVE JURIDICAL APPROACH (DOCTRINARY APPROACH) BECAUSE THIS RESEARCH IS FOCUSED ON THE STUDY OF LITERATURE AND DOCUMENTS. A LITERATURE STUDY OF THE LITERATURE OR READING MATERIAL RELATED TO THE PROBLEMS, WHILE THE DOCUMENT STUDY DONE BY STUDYING VARIOUS LAWS AND REGULATIONS RELATING TO MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE RESULTS SHOW: FIRST, THE LEGAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DOCTORS AND PATIENTS IN THERAPEUTIC TRANSACTION, ACCORDING TO THE PROVISIONS OF CIVIL LAW CAN BE QUALIFIED IN THIS TYPE OF AGREEMENT TO PERFORM CERTAIN SERVICES AS SET FORTH IN ARTICLE 1601 OF THE CIVIL CODE WHICH HAS THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS: THE EXISTENCE OF AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE TWO IE THE PHYSICIAN AND THE PATIENT; THE PATIENT BECAUSE THE SITUATION IS INDIRECTLY ENLIST THE SERVICES OF A DOCTOR, WHILE THE DOCTOR IS WILLING TO HELP IMPROVE THE HEALTH STATUS OF PATIENTS THROUGH MEDICAL INTERVENTIONS; PHYSICIANS WHO REQUESTED HIS HELP SERVICES IS A QUALIFIED AND AUTHORIZED TO PERFORM MEDICAL PROCEDURES ON PATIENTS; IN RETURN, THE PATIENT IS WILLING TO PAY OR GIVE HONORARIUM RATES THAT HAVE BEEN DETERMINED BY THE PARTIES WHO PERFORM THE SERVICES WHICH THE HOSPITAL; WAYS IN WHICH TO ACHIEVE THE THERAPEUTIC OBJECTIVES OF THE TRANSACTION IS FULLY SUBMITTED TO THE DOCTORS AND HOSPITALS. SECOND, IN GENERAL, UNDUE INFLUENCE IN MEDICAL SERVICES IS IN THE FORM OF DEFENSIVE MEDICINE. DEFENSIVE MEDICINE IS A FORM OF MEDICAL CARE IS Growing deviation. Even in the practice of defensive medicine often is a mechanical defense of physicians to avoid malpractice claims. Form of defensive medicine may supplement care in the
form of (a test or excessive therapy) and abuse of the most vulnerable in the state of medical services is when conducted investigation and treatment (therapy). Third, the undue influence is a flaw in the will of a treaty. Thus, therapeutic transactions influenced the abuse of one party state, the result of the transaction can be canceled. In general form of undue influence in the therapeutic transaction is psychological abuse of excellence (the patient in a position to suffer because of the burden of disease, are inexperienced and have little or no knowledge). To transactions that influenced their therapeutic misuse operationally circumstances of the transaction is still running, but in principle can be canceled. In general, undue influence in many therapeutic transactions conducted when the relationship between doctor and patient is still in the asymmetric paternalistic.
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